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SUMMARY
Aspect oriented programming is a programming methodology based on separating concerns (aspects) of computation,
describing them separately in the form of advices that are applied in clearly selected set of points of a program using
pointcut designators. In this paper we will present an approach to the implementation of crosscutting concept of aspect
oriented programming using environmental basis of PFL - a process functional programming language. We will concentrate
on the advices, defined by pointcut designators with temporal logic operations. We also introduce possible directions in
further conceptual solutions based on process functional paradigm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Aspect oriented programming [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8,
31] is the desire to make programming statements of
the form: In programs P, whenever condition C
arises, perform action A over conventionally coded
programs P. Thus, in aspect oriented programming
we want to be able to say, This code realizes this
concern. Execute it whenever these circumstances
hold. This breaks completely with local and unitary
demands  we can organize our program in the form
most appropriate for coding and maintenance. We
do not even need the local markings of cooperation.
The weaving mechanism of the aspect system can,
by itself, take our quantified statements (advice) and
the base program and produce the primitive
directions to be performed. A characteristic of
aspect-oriented programming, as embodied in
AspectJ [6, 7], AspectCOOL [2, 3], Aspect BASE
[31] and other aspect languages is the use of advice
to incrementally modify the behavior of a program.
An advice declaration specifies an action to be taken
whenever some condition arises during the
execution of the program. The events at which
advice may be triggered are called join points. Join
points are dynamic if they refer to events during
execution, otherwise they are static. The process of
executing the relevant advice at each join point is
called weaving. The condition is specified by a
formula called a pointcut designator. In this paper
we illustrate crosscutting concept of aspects oriented
programming using simple Wands example taken
from [31], expressing it in PFL  a process
functional language, having been developed at the
Department of Computers and Informatics [9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27]. *
Process functional paradigm is based on
evaluation of processes that affect the memory cells
*

This work was supported by VEGA Grant No.
1/1065/04: Specification and Implementation of
Aspects in Programming.

by their applications. PFL - an experimental process
functional language, aimed to von Neumann
machines comes from the Haskell concept of pure
functional languages [20], including an imperative
feature of manipulating programming environments
[4, 14], however, neither in monadic manner [19,
30] nor in an assignment based manner. Instead of
this, we introduce pure functional form for function
definition and type definition of this function
including the environment variables to be input
memory places for a subset of formal parameters.
Such structuring of a program means that the
function of computation is free of an undisciplined
memory access and unexpected affecting by side
effects.
We attend, that separating concerns of memory
access/update and function of computation, both
concerns  or aspects of computation remain
mutually dependent.
In essence, the notion of functionality is relative.
These days, mechanisms that deal with concurrency
and failures are, for instance, considered as nonfunctional aspects of the application. It is tempting
to separate these aspects from the other
functionalities of the application [8].
On the other hand, aspect programming is based
on weaving different aspects, and it would be
imposible, if aspects are fully independent. That is
why instead of thinking about their independency we
must find the simpliest and the most general rule for
expressing their dependence.
We mention that this orientation of research is
possible and useful for recognizing what aspects in
programming can be considered and how to exploit
them.
2. PFL CONCEPTION
Let us introduce an example 2.1 of a simple
purely functional program comprising a pure
function p of three arguments, which value is
defined by an expression e.
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Example 2.1 Purely functional program
p :: T1 -> T2 -> T3 -> T
p x1 x2 x3 = e
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(1)
(2)

The state change is as follows:

main = print (p e1 e2 e3)
For the purpose of simplicity, let print is a
built-in function of the type T->() that prints the
value of its argument and main is the main
function, which starts the evaluation. Evaluating
main, the application (p e1 e2 e3) is evaluated
and its value e[e1/x1,e2/x2,e3/x3] is printed.
The type definition of PFL process comprises
environment variables, such as v1, v2 and v3 in the
example 2.2.

(p () e4 ())
(p e1 e2 e3)

(1)
(2)

v1[ ] ,v2[ ] ,v3[ ]
v1[e1],v2[e2],v3[e3]
v1[e1],v2[e4],v3[e3]

where vi[ ]designates undefined value stored in
the variable vi, vi[ek] designates value ek stored
in the variable vi., and (a) means the transition
caused by application (a).
Of course, it is possible to show state changes on
separate variables:

Example 2.2 PFL program illustrating the update

v1[ ]

(1)

v1[e1]

p :: v1 T1 -> v2 T2 -> v3 T3 -> T
p x1 x2 x3 = e

v2[ ]

(1)

v2[e2]

v3[ ]

(1)

v3[e3]

main = print (p e1 e2 e3)
Evaluating main, the printed value is again
e[e1/x1,e2/x2,e3/x3] and the evaluation
performs three side effects  it stores e1 to v1, e2
to v2, and e3 to v3. These side effects are performed
before expression e is evaluated. The example 2.2
illustrates the update of environment variables not
using them in expressions.
Finally, we will show the access of environment
variables. Let seq is binary sequencing operation of
the type ()->()->(), which guarantees the first
argument is evaluated before the second argument.
According to the example 2.3 the value of
application will be printed twice.
Example 2.3 PFL program illustrating the access
p :: v1 T1 -> v2 T2 -> v3 T3 -> T
p x1 x2 x3 = e
main = seq (print (p e1 e2 e3))
(print (p () e4 ()))
The first printed value is as before, i.e. it is
e[e1/x1,e2/x2,e3/x3]
The second printed value is as follows:
e[e1/x1,e4/x2,e3/x3]
It means that the application (p () e4 ())
performes the access of the values e1, and e3 having
been stored already in v1 and v3, as a result of
preceding application (p e1 e2 e3).
Let us designate our applications by numbers, as
follows:

(2)

v2[e4]

Omitting the details on PFL semantics, we can
summarize the following facts:
1. We never use environment variables in PFL
expressions, still being able to access and/or to
update the variables.
2. We may use an environment variable for any
argument type, not however for the value type in
type definitions of processes.
3. We may say: Provided that an argument type of a
function in its type definition comprises an
environment variable, then this function becomes
the process which application affects the state of
computation.
But the last statement is very near to aspect
approach, since each process realises the concern of
memory access/update whenever it is applied.
We will discuss the variety of PFL ability for
aspect oriented development later.
In the next section we introduce Wands
conception of aspect methodology, as incorporated
in Aspect BASE and its relation to our approach.
3. ADVICES IN ASPECT BASE AND PFL
In AspectJ model [6, 7], a program consists of a
base program and some pieces of advice. The
program is executed by an interpreter. When the
interpreter reaches certain points, called join points,
in its execution, it invokes a weaver, passing to it an
abstraction of its internal state (the current join
point). Each advice contains a predicate, called a
pointcut designator (pcd), describing the join points
in which it is interested, and a body representing the
action to take at those points. It is the job of the
weaver to demultiplex the join points from the
interpreter, invoking each piece of advice that is
interested in the current join point and executing its
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body with the same interpreter. The concept of
aspect BASE language [31], related to AspectJ
model above, is as follows:
First, when a piece of advice is run, its body
may be evaluated before, after or instead of the
expression that triggered it; this specification is
part of the advice. In the last case, called an
around advice, the advice body may call the
primitive proceed to invoke the running of any
other applicable pieces of advice and the base
expression.
Second, the language of predicates is a temporal
logic, with temporal operators such as cflow.
Hence the current join point may in general be
an abstraction of the control stack.
Each advice body is also interpreted by the
same interpreter, so its execution may give rise
to additional events and advice executions.
Last, the set of advice in each program is a
global constant.
Coming out from Wands Binding variables
with cflow example as introduced in [31], we will
show how PFL programs can be aspectized using
the environmental conception of PFL language.
Let us have the PFL program introduced in the
example 3.1.
Example 3.1 Source PFL program
foo n = fac n
fac 0 = 1
fac (n + 1) = (n + 1) * fac n
main = print (fac 6 + foo 4)
which, when executed, will print on the screen the
number 744.
Let us require:
For each application fac y, such that it is called
from foo x, the advice action (print x ; print y) is
performed.
It means that we need an advice, which yields the
following result on the screen:
4 4 4 3 4 2 4 1 4 0 744
In terms of Aspect BASE, instead of modifying
the source program above, we define this condition
separately using pointcut designator as follows:
before (fac y) cflow (foo x)
(print x ; print y)
Provided that (<<) corresponds to Wands
before and (->) to cflow operation, the

corresponding PFL form of advice would be as
follows:
advice x y =
(print x ; print y)<<foo x->fac y
So, aspectized source form is introduced in
example 3.2, as follows
Example 3.2 Aspectized source PFL program
-- PFL Language
foo n = fac n
fac 0 = 1
fac (n + 1) = (n + 1) * fac n
main = print (fac 6 + foo 4)
-- Language of advices
advice x y =
(print x; print y)<<foo x->fac y
In the example above the first part is written in

PFL language, but the second part in a hypothetical
language of advices, with a very different semantics.
Informally, advice is rather a macro than function
definition, arguments of print are not lambda
variables of advice but they are arguments of foo
and fac, respectively. Seemingly the action
(print x; print y) that is applied just if
fac application is reachable by foo application
needs manipulating control stack in run-time.
Sofar, using current implementation of PFL we
expressed just advices for positional operations such
as before that may be evaluated statically, not the
advices selected for dynamic join points that require
run time application of temporal operations, such as
cflow, designated by (->). In this paper we will
show that static solution for dynamic join points is
still possible.
To compare weaving based on stafic and
dynamic join points definitions, let us introduce first
the advice which determines static position of action
applied before fac occuring in foo, as follows:
advice x y =
(print x; print y)<< fac y in foo x
This advice, comprising positional operation in,
can be translated into PFL advice process, as
follows
advice :: u Int -> v Int -> ()
advice x y = print x ; print y
which becomes a part of woven form of PFL
program, according the example 3.3.
Example 3.3 Woven PFL program  static join
point
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sfac :: v Int -> ()
sfac x = ()
foo :: u Int -> Int
foo n = fac (sfac n; advice ()())
fac :: v Int -> Int
fac 0 = 1
fac (n + 1) = (n + 1) * fac n
main = print (fac 6 + foo 4)
advice :: u Int -> v Int -> ()
advice x y = print x ; print y
Evaluating main, we obtain the next output on
the screen:
4 4 744
In example 3.3, we use the environment variable
v to store argument of fac and u to store the
argument of foo. The application (sfac n) in
foo stores the value n temporarily and both u and
v values are acccessed by the application
(advice ()())
in foo. Notice also that the value of
(sfac n; advice ()())
is (), hence fac (sfac n; advice ()()) is
equal to (fac ()), but, since accessed value is n,
it is equal to (fac n).
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[main,foo,fac,fac,fac,fac, 4 fac]
[main,foo,fac,fac,fac,fac]
[main,foo,fac,fac,fac]
[main,foo,fac,fac]
[main,foo,fac]
[main,foo]
[main]
The action (print x; print y) performed
in the join point marked by  yields 4 4, on the
screen.
The same action in join point 1 would yield 4 3
on the screen, in 2 would yields 4 2, etc., and
finally the action 4 yields 4 0. Unfortunately, join
points, marked by 1, 2, 3, and 4 cannot be
selected using static positional operations such as
in.
To explain this more precisely, let us consider
the advice
advice x y =
(print x; print y)<<foo x->fac y
again and prove that program in the example 4.1 is
woven incorrectly for this advice.
Example 4.1 Incorrectly woven PFL program
sfac :: v Int -> ()
sfac x = ()
foo :: u Int -> Int
foo n = fac (sfac n; advice ()())

In the next section we will develop the solution
for dynamic join points in PFL.

fac
fac
fac
(n

4. DYNAMIC JOIN POINTS

main = print (fac 6 + foo 4)

The result having been reached in execution of
main in the example 3.3, is more visible
considering the state of call stack, which is as
follows:

advice :: u Int -> v Int -> ()
advice x y = print x ; print y

[main]
-- evaluation of fac 6
[main,fac]
········
[main,fac,fac,fac,fac,fac,fac]
[main,fac,fac,fac,fac,fac,fac,fac]
[main,fac,fac,fac,fac,fac,fac]
········
[main,fac]
[main]
-- evaluation of foo 4
[main,foo]
[main,foo,• fac]
[main,foo,fac, 1 fac]
[main,foo,fac,fac, 2 fac]
[main,foo,fac,fac,fac, 3 fac]

:: v Int -> Int
0 = 1
(n + 1) =
+ 1)*fac(sfac n; advice ()())

Then the result does not conform to our advice,
since it is as follows:
5
4
3
2
1
4 4 4 3 4 2 4 1 4 0
744

0

where the first line of numbers comes from the
application fac 6, the second line from foo 4,
and the number 744 from print application in
main.
This incorrect weaving would mean that the state
of the call stack during evaluation is as follows:
[main]
-- evaluation of fac 6
[main,fac]
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[main,fac, fac]

advice x y = print x ; print y

[main,fac,fac, fac]

The woven PFL program in example 4.2 is the
result of weaving PFL program introduced in the
example 3.2. In this way, temporal logic cflow
may be implemented using current implementation
of PFL language.

[main,fac,fac,fac, fac]
[main,fac,fac,fac,fac, fac]
[main,fac,fac,fac,fac,fac, fac]
[main,fac,fac,fac,fac,fac,fac, fac]
[main,fac,fac,fac,fac,fac,fac]
········
[main,fac]
[main]
-- evaluation of foo 4
[main,foo]
[main,foo,•fac]
[main,foo,fac,•fac]
[main,foo,fac,fac,•fac]
[main,foo,fac,fac,fac,•fac]
[main,foo,fac,fac,fac,fac,•fac]
[main,foo,fac,fac,fac,fac]
[main,foo,fac,fac,fac]
[main,foo,fac,fac]
[main,foo,fac]
[main,foo]
[main]
Correct join points are marked by •, and
incorrect by . Incorrectly selected join points cause
the output
5

4

3

2

1

0

attempting even to print yet undefined value of
argument of foo.
Correct solution for dynamic join points can be
still found based on tracing control flow statically.
This tracing leads to a new aspectized copy ffac
derived from fac and applied in foo, as shown in
the example 4.2.
Example 4.2 Correctly woven PFL program
sfac :: v Int -> ()
sfac x = ()
foo :: u Int -> Int
foo n = ffac (sfac n;advice ()())
ffac :: v Int -> Int
ffac 0
= 1
ffac (n + 1) = (n + 1)*
ffac (sfac n; advice ()())
fac :: Int -> Int
fac 0
= 1
fac (n + 1) = (n + 1) * fac n
main = print (fac 6 + foo 4)
advice :: u Int -> v Int -> ()

5. DISCUSSION
Although one of the dynamic properties of
programs - control flow  can be implemented by
the transformation of corresponding advice into PFL
language, many questions arise in association with
the definition of advices in a separate language for
them.
First, exploiting manyfold aspects there is no
proof, that this approach is sufficiently open for
adding new aspects of computation in the future.
Second, from the viewpoint of aspect language, we
need multi-paradigmatic language, which means
programming using at least two languages. Third,
separating different concerns of computation without
uniform language basis may decrease the reliability.
Moreover, it seems that any sophisticated software
engineering methodology, not supported by
mathematical reasoning about the correctness and
further properties of the large software systems is
not sufficient to guarantee their correct function and
behavior required by a user [15, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24].
Hence, providing a uniform and an open aspect
language basis is the task of high importance.
At the present time, we have implemented PFL
as a language integrating functional and imperative
properties of current programming languages.
Except modularity, which we plan add in a future,
this language exploits both parametric type
polymorphism and abstract typing, and, since it is
environment based, it is appropriate to object
programming. The work goes on profiling process
functional programs. The significant property is a
uniform handling of objects and algebraic data
structures, as well as arrays. Since of manipulating
environment
variables
implicitly,
stateful
computation is performed using just expression
evaluation, with well-defined side effects. Although
we develop a code generator into Java and Haskell
languages, we think about PFL as a programming
paradigm, rather then programming language. Our
aim is to exploit this paradigm to integrate the
specification and the implementation of complex
software systems. One of inspirative specification
methodology is also aspect programming.
Coming back to the process definition in
example 2.2, which is as follows
p :: v1 T1 -> v2 T2 -> v3 T3 -> T
p x1 x2 x3 = e
it can be noticed that the application of
environment variable to a type, such as (vi Ti)
defines separately side-effect action on the variable
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vi, for all applications of process p. There is
another form for this side effect action available, as
introduced below:
q :: v {1..10} T’ -> T
q x = e
Then, for example, the application
q ({2} ())
means the access of the value of the second element
of the array v using this value as x in expression e,
and the application
q ({2} 5)
means the update of the second element of the array
v by the value 5 using this value as x in expression
e. In this case, v {1..10} T’ defines range
checking  in terms of aspect programming it is a
kind of action. These actions are defined in PFL in
type definitions, separated from definitions. Hence
we may think about the extension of this approach
using temporal logic adding a set of additional
advices to a function, a process, a class, an instance,
an object, etc.
Also type definition is formally just a very
restricted and operationally just a very released
advice, which allows the use of argument values
from restricted domain, checking the type of
application of a function or process. The type of
application is defined redundantly, since it may be
derived. It is a question, whether such redundancy is
necessary, if we know that potential occurrence of
an environment variable with the process type would
be clearly redundant. By other words, need we really
to define post-conditions in a program, others than a
single one for the main?
Another inappropriate property in programming
languages is mixing multiple concepts into a single
syntactic construct, i.e. such that are semantically
quite different. For example, type definition such as
p :: v1 T1 -> v2 T2 -> v3 T3 -> T
implies conditions for type checking as well as for
subsequent evaluation of arguments. In general,
there are two ways how to make this evaluation
parallel. First one is to implement n-nary parallel
operation applied in expressions. Second, we may
define parallel evaluation of arguments for all
process applications, in the type expression, for
example, as follows
p :: v1 T1 || v2 T2 || v3 T3 -> T
Both solutions are correct but not flexible enough
to handle the ordering when dynamic load balancing
would improve the run-time efficiency. The
flexibility would increase rapidly if we define a
general ordering function able to change its
definition during computation. This can be
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performed, for example by the definition of ordering
advice in the form as follows:
p :: order T1 T2 T3 -> T
Ideally, instead of some mixing concepts we
need the definition of function of computation and
one or more advices, dealing with computational
time, computational space, restrictions on values,
allocation of resources, etc.
Incorporating such advice, or a set of advices into
the language is our current research.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present the ability of PFL  a
process functional language to express source-tosource transformation, as needed for weaving
different aspects of computation. We have shown
that using environmental basis of process functional
paradigm is sufficient to express woven program
aspectized by an advice comprising pointcut
designator with control flow operation, belonging to
temporal logic.
We also discussed the weakness of current
implementation of PFL and possible directions of
the research in the area of aspect languages in the
future.
Considering different aspects of computation,
such that either simplify software design or define
behavior of the systems, or both, and developing
mechanisms needed for extended PFL as aspect
PFL, this may contribute to a more general approach
to aspect oriented paradigm, that may be applied to
different problem areas and different target
architectures [5, 28, 29]. Among others, our goal is
to provide open language system, based on aspect
PFL which will serve for adaptive definition of new
aspects of computation from one side, and will allow
to implement woven programs to any programming
language. Currently, there exists a bridge from PFL
to Java and Haskell, not however aspect oriented.
The advantage of this approach is that the
experiences from different areas, such as Petri nets
and process algebras [23, 24], imperative functional
programming [19], process functional programming
[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27], reasoning
about the correctness of programs [15, 16], etc. may
be studied and they may contribute to aspect
oriented programming using uniform language basis.
The aim is to provide the software development
methodology, which not just increases the reliability
of the systems as a result of better software
engineering methodology, but guarantees this
reliability rigorously, corresponding to the
requirements of a user.
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